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COLORBOND® FEATURES AND BENEFITS

STRENGTH & DURABILITY

COLORBOND® steel is world renowned for its 
durability and resilience to Australia’s harsh climate. 
It has been extensively tested against the harshest 
weather conditions over 50 years. 

 ◆ 4 layer advanced paint technology provides a 
durable, baked on paint finish that resists peeling, 
chipping and cracking.

 ◆ All COLORBOND® steel contains recycled 
content and is 100% recyclable. 

 ◆ Superior Steel Lattice made from COLORBOND® 
is now 28 years old and still looking great!

ENERGY EFFICIENCY & ENVIRONMENT

Every colour except Nightsky features 
Thermatech® solar reflectance technology which 
is designed to reflect more of the sun’s heat on 
sunny days and increase the lifespan of the product. 
Five of the COLORBOND® light colours qualify as 
solar reflective.

FIRE PROTECTION

COLORBOND® steel products are compliant for use 
in bushfire zones including the most extreme, BAL-FZ 
specified in A3959-2009.

CORROSION RESISTANCE

COLORBOND® steels metallic coating incorporates 
Active® technology to provide enhanced corrosion 
resistance.

EASY TO MAINTAIN

A regular wash down every 6 months with fresh water 
will prolong its life and maintain its attractiveness 
(more frequently in coastal and industrial areas).

COLOUR RANGE 

 ◆ BlueScope Steel manufacture an extensive range 
of 22 standard COLORBOND® colours

 ◆ Some product designs allow for a mix of colours 
in the design

DIFFERENT STYLES

 ◆ Available in Lattice, Slatting and Louvre 
configurations

 ◆ Choice of Diamond & Square Lattice in variable 
apertures

 ◆ Do-it-yourself Clik’n’Fit fencing, gates, and privacy 
screens

SLAT SIZES 

Available in a roll-formed 28 mm Minislat, 55mm 
Maxislats, and border.

30% MORE ME TAL

Our Colorbond XRW material Slats have 0.55mm 
thickness BMT and Roofing grade XRW Colorbond at 
0.42mm BMT has a 25-year corrosion warranty. This 
makes our COLORBOND® steel products 30% thicker 
than the roofing grade Colorbond.

SECURE

Superior Steel Lattice forms a very strong, durable 
barrier for security.

TERMITE PROOF 

Resistant to vermin.

VERSATILITY

Superior Screens COLORBOND® products 
applications include lattice, slat and louvre fencing, 
gates, fence extensions, carport and patio screens, 
pergola.

GRAFFITI  PROOF

Superior Steel Lattice acts as a deterrent to graffiti 
artists as it makes it difficult for them to create their 
artwork.

FENCE ALTERNATIVE 

Panel fencing is easily dented and painted by graffiti. 
Colorbond lattice or slatting is far more superior.

CYCLONE RATING

Superior Steel Lattice is “Deemed To Comply DTC-
801” building approval for Cyclone code in the 
Northern Territory. To (Wind load approval to AS-
1170.2).

RESCODE & BASIX

Most Superior Screen products can be designed to 
meet Rescode, overlooking restrictions and BASIX 
requirements.

INVESTMENT 

Superior Screens COLORBOND® range transforms 
outside areas into an entertainment oasis with 
security, airflow, shade and privacy control improving 
the value of your home.

Note: The information in the table contains extracts from COLORBOND® website Colorbond.com and steel.com.au


